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Introduction: Tvashtar Catena (63 N, 120 W) is
one of the most interesting features on Io.  This chain
of large paterae (caldera-like depressions) has exhibit-
ed highly variable volcanic activity in a series of ob-
servations.  Tvashtar is the type example of a style of
volcanism seen only at high latitudes, with short-lived
Pele-type  plumes  and  short-lived  by  intense  thermal
events.

Evidence for a hot spot  at Tvashtar was first  de-
tected in an eclipse observation in  April  1997 (orbit
G7)  by  the  Solid  State  Imager  (SSI)  on  the  Galileo
Spacecraft  [1].   Tvashtar  was  originally  targeted  for
observation at higher resolution in the close flyby in
November 1999 (I25) because of its interesting large-
scale topography.  There are relatively few but gener-
ally larger paterae  at high latitudes on Io [2].  I25 im-
ages revealed a 25 km long, 1-2 km high lava curtain
via a  pattern of  saturation  and bleeding  in  the CCD
image, which requires very high temperatures [3]

Three  months  later,  in  February  of  2000  (I27),
Galileo returned to observe Tvashtar in multiple wave-
lengths.  The lava curtain from I25 had shut down, but
50  km  to  the  west  there  was  a  ~500  km

2
 area  hot

enough to glow in the daytime observations, again sat-
urating many of the pixels.  The activity was, again, so
intense that it saturated many of the detector's pixels.
To the north of this new active area were two small in-
candescent spots that were intense enough to saturate
the detector in the clear and 756 nm bandpass filters.  

In December of 2000 (G29),  Galileo had the op-
portunity to perform joint observations with the Cassi-
ni spacecraft as it flew by the Jovian system on its way
to Saturn.   No thermal emission was detected in the
low-resolution images, but, surprisingly, an ~900 km
diameter red plume deposit was observed by SSI [4],
and Cassini observations showed a 385 ± 30 km high
Pele-like plume centered at Tvashtar Catena [5].  

Finally,  in  October,  2001  (I32),  Galileo  took  its
last look at the Tvashtar region.  From the observation,
which consisted of two frames in just the clear filter, it
appears as though Tvashtar had quieted down.  Com-
parison with the I25 images indicates that there were
no obvious changes to the lateral extent of the pre-I27
dark area.  This argues strongly for topographic con-
finement of the I27 active lavas.  We discuss each of
these observations of Tvashtar in detail below.

Orbit I25: Tvashtar's activity was first observed
by Galileo's Solid State Imager (SSI) on orbit I25 us-
ing the clear filter.  The eruption turned out most like-
ly to be a 25-km-long fissure eruption with a 1-2 km
high curtain of lava [6].  The brightness temperature is
~1150K  (assuming  emissivity=1).   Of  course,  the
brightness temperature is almost certainly an underes-
timate of the actual lava temperature which is expect-
ed to be a few hundred Kelvins hotter.  Using a lava
cooling model developed by  Keszthelyi and McEwen
[7], we estimate that the lava in the fire fountain, dur-
ing  its  ~31  second  flight  time  (for  a  1  km height),
cooled from an initial temperature of ~1500 K to pro-
duce  the  pixel-integrated  brightness  temperature  of
1150  K.   However,  there  are  many,  poorly  con-
strained, sources of error in this estimate.  

Orbit I27: On orbit I27, a very different style of
eruption was observed, with a large, ~500 km

2
 region

of active  lava  west  of  the I25 lava  curtain with two
small incandescent points approximately 50 km north
of the main activity.

The active region in I27 was low in albedo in the
I25 observation.  Low albedo regions have invariably
been  associated  with  enhanced  thermal  emission  [8]
that either drives off sulfur and sulfur dioxide frosts or
prevents these frosts from forming.  The low albedo
observed during I25 in the region of Tvashtar that was
active  during  I27  suggests  that  the  surface  was  still
cooling from the result of an older eruption.  It is also
possible that new surface activity was taking place, al-
beit on a smaller scale than the lava curtain to the east.

There appears to be a strong topographic confine-
ment of the I27 eruption, because the active areas did
not extend beyond the boundaries of the dark material
seen in the I25 observation.

The  I27  incandescent  points: The  most  puzzling
aspect of the I27 eruption is the existence of two small
hot  spots about  50  km north  and  north  west  of  the
large active region.  These small,  northern spots are,
because of their detection in the clear and 756-nm fil-
ters (and the non-detection of the large southern region
in the clear and 756-nm filters), much hotter or more
vigorously erupting than the southern 500 km

2
 active

region.  The minimum temperature derived from these
data is between 1300 and 1450 K based on a pixel-in-
tegrated  brightness  temperature  estimated  using  the
minimum  flux  of  electrons  required  to  saturate  the
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756-nm filter (giving ~1300 K) and the flux of elec-
trons detected in the clear filter (giving ~1450 K).  

The I27 “glowing  patera floor”:  The glow from
the 500 km

2
 active region was seen through the 968-

nm and 889-nm filters [fig. 1] during the I27 observa-
tion.  Most of the pixels in these images were saturat-
ed (none are obviously bleeding), but there were a fair
number  of  pixels  useful  in  deriving  color  tempera-
tures.  The color temperatures and the measured ther-
mal emission in the two infrared filters were used to
compute  the  area  needed  to  match  the  observations.
The total power output for the eruption was calculated
using the areas of hot material calculated for each pix-
el.  Saturated pixels were included by assuming that
the pixels were just barely saturated (providing a low-
er  limit  on  power  output).   The  total  power  output
from  the  I27  large  eruption  is  8.3x10

10
-2.4x10

11
 W

(with the low value including only valid, unsaturated
pixels  in the calculation).   The temperature distribu-
tion of the I27 active region has an average of 1347 K
with a standard deviation of 390 K.  The highest be-
lievable temperature will be reported once error analy-
sis is completed.  A map of the surface age distribu-
tion of the lavas based on a cooling model [7], which
will provide better understanding of the eruption style,
will also be presented.

Orbit I32: The  SSI  I32  observation[fig.2]
showed  no  incandescent  activity  in  the  Tvashtar  re-
gion.  The camera settings were the same as in the I25
observations and the clear filter of the I27 observation,
so any comparable activity should have been detected.
Clear  filter  comparisons  show  that  no  detectable
change of the extent or area of in the floor of the west-
ern patera requires that these lavas be topographically
confined.   The  maximum height  of  this  topographic
confinement  cannot  significantly  exceed  more  than
50-100 m or it would be visible in the 300 m/pixel im-
ages.   Such  topographic  confinement  is  easily  ex-
plained if Tvashtar is a patera with an active lava lake
confined within a secondary depression.  However, it
is possible that the activity is a result of lava flows be-
ing erupted into the depression, rather than the over-
turning of an active lava lake.

Lava Emplacement: One  possible  interpretation
of the emplacement of lava seen in I27 is that lava is
flowing  through tubes  either  from north  to  south  or
from south to north.  There is no obvious north-south
trending slope, though it could be shallow enough not
to be detectable in our medium spatial resolution im-
ages and still steep enough to allow the lava to travel
50 km with little loss of heat.

Another interpretation of the activity is that this is
an episodically active lava lake.  The separation of ac-
tive  regions  in  the  I27  images  is  consistent  with,
though not diagnostic of, a currently overturning lava
lake.  The northern spots may be small, active foun-
tains near the edge of the lake, while the large south-
ern region may be an over-turning lid or a sheet flow
onto the  surface.   Multiple  small  active  fountains  in
the  north  and  a  larger,  less  violent  eruption  to  the
south are consistent with the northern spots' increased
power per unit area relative to the large southern re-
gion.

A third interpretation is that the I27 activity is due
to flows on the floor of the patera.  These should flow
across the floor of the patera and possibly cover the
entire floor.  If enough material was erupted, it would
produce topographically confined flows, resulting in a
stagnant lava pond.  
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Figure 2: I32 image of Tvashtar Catena.  The dark-
est lavas were active in I27, as seen in Fig. 1

Figure 1: I27 889-nm filter image of volcanic activi-
ty at Tvashtar.  The projection in this image is dif-
ferent from that in figure 2.  The dark floored patera
right of center at the bottom is the dark floored pat-
era in the lower right corner of figure 2.
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